
Visual Arts  

Continuous Line Drawing 

Elements of Art: Line Video   -  ACTIVITY #1 

Watch the video in the link above and answer questions and activities below: 

• What is a line? 

• Draw and describe 5 different lines.  EX: Wavy  

• Compare and contrast Jean Michel Basquiat's self portrait to David Hockney’s 
self portrait in the video through the interpretation of line.  How can you    
describe the lines and how do they differ in each portrait?  What do the   
portraits say to you?  

CONTINUOUS LINE DRAWING  -  ACTIVITY #2 

Video tutorial of continuous line drawing exercise    

Video tutorial and demo of continuous line drawing of a face  

Advanced one line drawing video of artist: Katie Wolford  

Continuous line drawings provide an excellent way to help you develop hand eye 
coordination. Continuous line drawings  are made by keeping the pen , marker, 
crayon or pencil in contact with the paper for the duration of the exercise, and 
by matching speed of looking with speed of drawing.  

Watch the above videos of continuous line drawings and complete activities 
below: 

• Your mission is to complete 3 continuous line drawings as a drawing exercise to 
help improve how your hand and eyes work together to help you draw:  (5-8 
minutes minimum on each drawing) 

           - Drawing 1 - Portrait 

           - Drawing 2 - Animal 

           - Drawing 3 - Object—Ideas: music instrument, shoe, backpack, toy, keys 

https://wildcatsarts.weebly.com/continuous-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDePyEFT1gQ
https://vimeo.com/328459126
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=425&v=SL3LiR_pvsU&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Z38jh2eeIU
https://wildcatsarts.weebly.com/continuous-line-drawings.html


Visual Arts 

Blind Contour Drawings 

DISCOVERING BLIND CONTOUR - ACTIVITY #1 

Artist: Ian Skarskly - Web Site 
Artist: Ian Skarskly - In his Art Studio 
Ian Skarskly Discusses and Demonstrates Blind Contour Drawings - TED TALKS  

Watch the videos and read the information in the link above and answer    
questions and activities below: 

• What is a blind contour drawing? 

• Who is the artist in the lesson that creates blind contour drawings and why does 
he like to use the blind contour technique? 

• Why are blind contour drawings beneficial in art? 

MAKING BLIND COUNTOUR DRAWINGS  -  ACTIVITY #2 

VIDEO #1: Blind Contour Drawing with Goodbye Art Academy 
VIDEO #2: Blind Contour Drawing Demo and Advice  

Watch the above videos of continuous line drawings and complete activities 
below: 

• Your mission is to complete 3 blind contour drawing exercises to help improve 
how your hand and eyes work together to help you draw:  (5-8 minutes        
minimum on each drawing) These could be the same subjects from the        
continuous line drawings or something new.  Feel free to add color. 

           - Drawing 1 - Portrait 

           - Drawing 2 - Animal 

           - Drawing 3 - Object—Ideas: music instrument, shoe, backpack, toy, keys 

LESSON LINK:   https://wildcatsarts.weebly.com/blind-contour.html   

http://www.iansklarsky.com/portraits
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeqLb-uylnY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEM_vaK2ddc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nK5KI6ZNWZY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_Y9mPn9F38
https://wildcatsarts.weebly.com/blind-contour.html

